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A suite of performance tests are defined and per
formed on a total of 10 primary diagnostic image
review workstations. System architectures, user inter
face, image manipulation tools, and data retrieval
rates are discussed and analyzed. Performance tim
ings are normalized to MB/sec to remove image file
size dependencies from the data analysis. Although it
is likely that some performance and capacity data may
be dated as this article goes to press, it is hoped that
the test definitions, methodology, and baseline data
will aid those contemplating equipment purchases to
make a more informed choice.
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T HE DECISION to purchase components of an
electronic medical records system such as

Hospital Information Systems (HIS), Radiology
Information Systems (RIS), teleradiology worksta
tions or Picture Archiving and Communication
Systems (PACS) should be carefully considered.
Fortunately, some tools are available to assist in
cost and workflow simulations.l-' Once a decision
has been made to purchase one or more compo
nents, careful attention must be paid to issues that
will determine how well the component will fit
within the existing institutional data infrastructure.t
This article assumes the previous two hurdles have
been cleared and goes on to an analysis of several
PACS- and teleradiology-based image review work
stations,

For each workstation, the user interface, modes
of operation, and image analysis features will be
described, Performance measurements, where ap
propriate, will also be provided to compare analo
gous functions. The performance analysis is compli
cated by the fact that some workstations are sold as
part of an integrated PACS, whereas others are
standalone products that rely on another vendor's
image archival and database system. These issues
will be addressed in the analysis.

METHODS

Because some image review workstations are optimized for
different tasks, it is impractical to apply the same benchmarks to
all systems, Therefore, the Results section is divided into several
subtopics within which workstations may be classified as part of
an integrated PACS, or stand-alone systems that require external
image archives and databases,

Time-related performance measurements were made on un-
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loaded systems during lunch or after business hours, The total
data transferred for tests such as "Image Fetch from Archive" is
calculated from the product of images on screen multiplied by
the nominal file size for that image type, This size in megabytes
(MB) is then divided by the transfer time (averaged over at least
three different study retrievals) to arrive at the stated MB/sec
figures, It may be argued that such tests have more to do with the
network or archive than the workstations, However, differences
among vendors on the same network subnet are observed, and
this may be attributable to hardware and software efficiencies of
the workstation vendors, Also, further tests such as the" Screen
Paint Time" (the time necessary to redraw the display after
paging through a multiple page study) offer a pure look at the
performance within a single workstation because the data are
locally stored,

Testing methodology and nomenclature are described below.
In general, if a parameter's value is not known, the space is
occupied by a "T", If the feature is unavailable or not under user
control, the fact is illustrated by NA (not applicable). If the
feature is available, but not enabled at our site's installation, NI
(not installed) is indicated.

Archive Size

For systems with fixed. central archives. the size in MB is
reported. For systems with modular long-term storage (such as
an optical disk juke box), the unit is described. For systems that
use neither approach, but rather transfer images among identical
workstations (so called peer-to-peer systems) and those that rely
on external archives, an NA is reported.

Monitor Size and Resolution

For standard aspect ratio "landscape" -type monitors, the
diagonal size of the useful viewing area is reported. Both height
and width are noted for portrait-type monitors and resolution is
also reported.

Multiple Monitor

If more than one monitor may be used, the maximum number
possible is reported.

Time to Archive

Measured in MB/sec from initiating the archive transaction
until completion. For systems withoutan archive or manual
archive operation because of automatic overnight archiving),
NA is indicated.
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Patient List Fetch

Measured in records/sec from the list request to the comple
tion of the operation (as defined by filling the list display with
patient names). Measurement of this parameter is complicated
by the fact that the list may be generated from local storage. a
remote peer, a database server. or a long-term archive. There
fore. the data source will be named in parentheses.

Image Fetch From Local or Remote Store

Measured in MB/sec. Timed from initiating a request for an
image study from the local (or remote) fast image store. to the
completion of painting all images on screen in the current
display mode. Total data is computed from the product of
nominal image size with the number of displayed images.

Image Fetch From Archive

Measured in MB/sec and timed from initiating a request for
an image study from the archive to the completion of painting all
images on screen in the current display mode. For systems
without an archive (or which use a third-party archive), NA is
reported.

Screen Paint Time

Measured in MB/sec. Timed from operation request to the
completion of rendering all images to the screen in the current
display mode. This test is performed on a study that is already
locally memory resident to remove the network factor.

Time to Print Images

Measured in seconds on an unloaded networked laser camera
(to eliminate queuing dependencies). Timed from the operation
request to the ejection of a 4 X 3 formatted film from the laser
camera. At our institution. many of the workstations are not
connected to a laser camera. In these instances, NI is used in
place of NA to avoid confusing a local installation restriction
with the lack of a workstation feature.

Video Controls

Listing of available tools for brightness. contrast. window.
level. and inverting the gray scale Look Up Table (LUT).

Orientation Tools

Listing of image tools present to rotate (in screen plane). flip
(out of screen plane). and pan (translational movement within
the image).

Magnify, cine

Listed if present.

Region of Interest

Description of allowed region of interest (RO!) shapes
(round. rectangular. or free-form). and the image quantification
tools supported (pixel mean, standard deviation. pixel value).
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Digital Image Communication in Medicine Input
and Output (DICOM I/O)

"Yes" if both input and output are DICOM compliant; "No"
if neither input or output are DICOM compliant. If only one
direction is DICOM compliant, it is listed and the protocol for
the other direction is given in parentheses.

Remote Maintenance

"Yes" if service can be done by vendor remotely over phone
or network connection.

For some systems. additional entries are also listed. For
instance, ultrasound PACS systems are subject to the following.

Frame Grab Time

At the time of this evaluation, the ultrasound PACS worksta
tions reviewed did not have the capability to perform direct
digital image acquisition (in DICOM or other formats). Hence
images were acquired by digitizing (frame grabbing) live video.
This time was measured in seconds required from frame grab
initiation to software report of completion. Because a rapid
sequence of frame grabs can cause the time interval per
digitization to increase, times are reported for single images and
over a series of six.

Camtronics Input

Indicates whether or not the unit can accept images from
Camtronics 20 MB floptical disks.

RESULTS

The Results section is divided into four main
topics: Teleradiology Workstation Review, CT and
MRI Standalone Workstation Review, Ultrasound
miniPACS Workstation Review, and Ultrasound
miniPACS Workstation Review. Each section is
self-contained and can be understood without refer
ence to the others. For each section, the systems
evaluated within are listed, followed by the specific
workstation reviews. Each review consists of an
overview of the workstation's architecture (and
relationship to the associated PACS components)
followed by a detailed account of the workstation
user interface. The review concludes with some
remarks on the overall strengths and possible
weaknesses of the system. At the end of each topic,
a table summarizes the feature sets and perfor
mance measurements of the systems reviewed. The
Results section concludes with several plots, which
summarize those performance features that have
the greatest applicability to all diagnostic worksta
tions.

Teleradiology Workstation Review

Within this section, the following offerings are
evaluated: Physician's Display System V2.5.6 (Ko-
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dak, Rochester NY), Telemax V2.0 (ICON Medical
Systems, Campbell, CA), and StatView/DX VI.IA
(EMED, San Antonio, TX).

In general, teleradiology workstations acquire
images from digitized film (or video) rather than
directly in digital form from a networked imaging
system. A dedicated workstation may be used to
control the film digitizer or frame grabber, whereas
other workstations are specialized for image re
view. Alternatively, the same workstation may be
capable of performing both tasks. Once acquired,
the image may be centrally archived, but more
often (on current teleradiology systems) the image
is passed from workstation to workstation (the
peer-to-peer approach) over telephone lines or
network links.

Teleradiology vendors also have different ap
proaches to the basic architecture of their systems.
Some use a peer-to-peer approach with high band
width T 1 lines in order to avoid using image
compression schemes. Others use peer-to-peer over
standard phone lines and implement some mini
mally (as defined by vendors) lossy compression
scheme. Finally, some products make use of a
central server approach that can accept images over
telephone lines or network links. Users then contact
the central server to view studies. All three ap
proaches are described in this section.

Kodak Physician's Display System (PDS). The
PDS approach to teleradiology is somewhat differ
ent from many vendors in that they do not support
image transfers from remote sites via standard
telephone lines.' Rather, the PDS philosophy is to
send full-resolution, uncompressed images from
workstation to workstation using wide area net
work (WAN) or local area network (LAN) meth
ods. At our institution, remote image access is
provided by dedicated T I lines. Local access is
provided over an ethernet LAN. For image acquisi
tion, the PDS system is accompanied by a Lumisys
Laser Film Digitizer. The digitizer is connected to a
SUN workstation running an XlMotif application
for digitizer control. After acquisition, the SUN
stores the image on its own network accessible
disk, but may also pass images on to selected
Macintosh-based PDS workstations.

The user interacts with one of two PDS worksta
tion types: a quality assurance workstation situated
near the film digitizer, or the radiologist's review
workstation. The quality-assurance system uses a
small (12 X IS-in) portrait monitor while the radi-
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ologist workstation monitors are large enough to
approximate a life-sized AP chest image. The PDS
workstation software is layered on "At Ease"
which in tum is laid on Finder (the Macintosh
operating system). At Ease is a security program to

limit user access to only those functions necessary
to run the PDS software. The user interface should
be fairly easy to navigate for anyone who is already
familiar with a personal computer-based window
ing system. Having said that, however, software
developed for the Macintosh, Windows, or UNIXlX
markets should conform to the accepted style on
that platform, and this goal has not always been
met.

The PDS system is based on a peer-to-peer
network with no central archive or database. Hence,
measurements such as archival capacity are not
applicable. User interaction is via the Viewing and
Communication windows. The Viewing tool pro
vides menu bars along the bottom of each monitor
(if two monitors are used) to control image layout,
brightness, and contrast. Images can appear tiled or
separately stacked, each within its own window.
The image windows have barely recognizable
Macintosh qualities and do not have a visible drag
bar or sizing gadget. However, these features are
present and the images can be moved and sized if
needed. If one needs to see an image that is not
present on the local PDS, one launches the Commu
nication Control window. This window has Source
and Destination menus. Only other PDS worksta
tions that have been registered with the system are
visible from these menus. This means that for one
PDS to see another, it must run a server advertising
its presence on the network. Furthermore, each
PDS must be manually configured to recognize and
communicate with every other PDS.

Assuming that the desired PDS station is avail
able, one selects it and chooses List in order to view
a patient list (listing does not occur automatically).
To actually view the image, it must be manually
pulled onto one's local PDS. This implies that a
telephone call may be required to inform a radiolo
gist of a study on a remote workstation. Failing
that, one must manually search each workstation to
find the study unless someone pushes it to them
unbidden. Furthermore, perhaps as a security fea
ture, after pushing an image from one workstation
to another, the image on the remote station cannot
be deleted.

The quality-assurance workstation monitor is a
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small portrait type, and the communication window 
is actually too large to fit completely on screen. 
Because there is no sizing gadget on the communi- 
cation window, it simply covers over disptays and 
must be dismissed for one to view patient images. 
The patient list window also completely covers the 
screen and there is no sizing gadget. On the 
radiologist's review workstation (which has two 
very large monitors), the windows fit on the 
display, but the curvature of the monitors induces 
significant warping of  the image borders. This may 
be somewhat confusing when viewing long, linear 
structures, 

The most critical limitation is the requirement of 
manually configuring eacb PDS to recognize every 
other PDS on the network. This wilt ultimately 
result in unacceptable system administration over- 
head as the PDS network grows beyond a few units 
(in fact only six workstations are supported at our 
site). It would seem preferable to use the Macin- 
tosh's native networking tool (the Chooser) to 
allow unlimited image sharing across the network, 
rather than incurring the additional overhead of  a 
proprietary network protocol. Finally, ir would be 
useful for the software to offer the user information 
about image file resolution verses the displayed 
resolution. 

The ICON System. The [CON teleradiology 
software runs on a Macintosh and consists of 
several clients: the ICON ImageComm window, 
ICON File Conversion window, the ICON Image 
Quality Assurance window and the ICON TeleMax 
Viewing tool. 5 ICON may accept images from 
remote sites via a modem or network link. Remote 
clients can initiate image transfers, and the ICON 
will automatically log the files, and transfer them to 
long-term storage on a Macintosh file server. 
Obviously, image transfer performance is highly 
dependent on modem speed. The system as tested 
consisted of  a dual monitor Macintosh Quadra 700 
with a 14.4 KB Hayes compatible modero. After 
the software is loaded (including At Ease, a previ- 
ously discussed security program), there is about 
55 MB of memory free for image acquisition and 
display. 

All incoming images ate initially acquired by a 
modem equipped ICON workstation. Afterward, 
images may be viewed locally or passed to other 
networked ICON workstations. Because all drives 
are networked via the Chooser, the image viewing 

tool can access studies at any workstation. How- 
ever, there is no central database of archive. 

By default the ICON workstation loads the 
communication window on the left of  its dual 
portrait monitors. This window consists mainly of a 
large viewing atea with a column on the right 
containing five buttons. One is a pull-down menu 
for selecting the input source. This can be set to 
various modero types. Below this area are Send, 
Receive, Quit, and Cancel buttons. Choosing Send 
or Receive brings u p a  list of defined modero 
accessible locations that are available for sharing 
images with. Below these buttons to the bottom of 
the screen is an area that reports on the status of 
incoming studies; the number of images contained 
within, the transmission start time, transmission 
end time, and any errors. (For example, one MR 
study was logged as being transmitted in 26 
minutes. The study consisted of 44 images, com- 
pressed at 5:1, with 256 gray shades.) 

The ICON image viewing tool supports a vari- 
able dimension tiled display as well as a stacked 
window display with Next and Previous buttons 
available to step through the images. At the bottom 
of the screen the total number of images in the 
study, the range of images currently displayed, 
several image manipulation tools, and image bright- 
ness and contrast adjustments are displayed. 

The following concerns arise with the ICON 
software. A single threaded communication tool 
with a single modem may fail if several remote 
sites simultaneously compete for attention of the 
central dial in server. This concern would presum- 
ably be met with multiple dial-in ICON servers. 
The user interface would be simplified ir there were 
one umbrella application with menu choices to 
launch the viewing tool, Quality Assurance tool, 
and communication tool. Given the limited multi- 
tasking of  the Macintosh, putting the communica- 
tion tool in the background (by bringing the 
viewing application to the foreground) may cause 
the Communication tool to fail. This could happen 
if a user was examining an "arrived" study while 
another study was in transmission. 

StatView/DX. Emed's  StatView/DX teleradiol- 
ogy offering consists of a dual portrait monitor 
equipped Intel based PC running MS-Windows 
3.11. 6 The application uses Windows' start-up 
facility to launch two Structured Query Language 
(SQL) servers and one Digital [mage Communica- 
tion in Medicine (DICOM) server with an associ- 
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ated SQL-DICOM bridge. Incoming images are 
sent automatically to the DICOM area on the disk 
drive while the associated patient textual data is 
logged into one of the SQL servers. The other SQL 
server may be used to log studies that are on other 
EMED (or other DICOM based) image archives. 
Because image sources are configured to automati- 
cally push studies to the EMED SQL-DICOM 
server, StatView/DX does not permit ad hoc que- 
ries of remote computers, only study requests from 
hosts for which a SQL entry exists in its database. 
However, the centralized nature of the design 
allows remote users to use a DICOM compatible 
image client (such as StatView/DX) to dial in from 
a remote site to view patient studies at the central 
server. 

StatView's application window consists of a 
large image viewing area, which may be configured 
into a custom dimensioned tiled display, or alterna- 
tively a stacked image display with each image in 
its own sizable window. The Open menu produces 
a listing of the patient studies on the local machine, 
while a search option allows a query by patient 
name, ID number, or other demographics on any 
DICOM image archive that the system is config- 
ured for. In addition to standard display tools 
(orientation, zoom, etc), StatView/DX supports a 
"hot light" feature and a user customized tool bar 
that allows placement of  often used pull-down 
menu functions on a single click button. 

Because most of the administration tools (defin- 
ing allowed image sources, other databases to 
query, etc) are controlled by applications outside of 
StatView/DX, the StatView/DX interface is very 
clean, supporting only what is need for radiology 
image review. This may make the EMED system 
very comfortable to end users. Likewise the ability 
to configure the system a s a  central query point for 
image studies, whether originating from telephone 
links at remote clinics or on the departmental 
PACS, is a powerful feature that should appeal to 
mobile radiologists with modem based worksta- 
tions at numerous locations. The use of SQL for 
building the local image database (and communicat- 
ing with remote archives) may become problematic 
if one must interface to HE7 or DICOM image 
databases. However, it seems likely that software 
gateways can be provided to cope with this eventu- 
ality. Table 1 summarizes the features of systems 
evaluated in this section. 

CT and MRI Standalone Workstation Review 

Within this section, the following offerings ate 
evaluated: GE's Advantage Windows (GE Medical 
Systems, Milwaukee WI), and CEMAX, VIP Re- 
lease 1.41 (CEMAX, Fremont CA). The systems 
described in this section are essentially operated as 
standalone systems at our site without integral 
PACS support. They acquire their images via 
network links directly to scanners or external image 

Table 1. Teleradiology Workstation Summary 

Test ICON* EMEDf Kodak PDS$ 

Archive size NA NA NA 
Monitorsize, res. 1 2 x  15in, 1600• 1200 12•  15in, 1600x  1200 14 • 20 in, 2500 x 2000 
Mult imonitor Max 2 Max 2 Max 2 
Send to archive (MB/sec) NA NA 0.13 (LAN peer transfer, 1/61.5 s) 
Patient list fetch (records/sec) 2 (1/.5 local) 1.5 (2/1.3 local) 9.4 (18/1.9 local) 

.25 (9/36 remote dial) NA (remote) 4.3 (35/10.9 remote LAN peer) 
Image fetch from local or remote 0.09 (local, 12/8.7 s) 0.6 (local, 12/10.4 s) 1.6 (local, 1/4.9 s) 

store (MB/sec) 0.002 (remote dial, 44/26 min) NA (remote LAN) 0.13 (remote LAN, 1/61.5 s) 
Imagefetchfromarchive(MB/sec) NA NA NA 
Screen paint (MB/sec) 1.1 (12/0.71 s) 6.2 (12/1 s) 0.96 (1/8.3 s) 
"time to print images (sec) NI NI 450 (12 on 1 for all) 
Video controls Brightness, contrast, inverl: LUT Window, level Brightness, contrast, invert LUT 
Orientation tools Rotate, flip, pan Flip, rotate, pan Rotate, flip, pan 
Magnify, cine Mag Mag, rulers, hot light, cine Mag 
ROl NA NA Rect, circ (mean, std dev, pixel 

value) 
DICOM I/O No Yes No 
Remote maintenance No ? No 

*256 • 256 x 1 MR images, with 5:1 compression. 
tMeasurements based on CT images (512 • 512 • 2). 
tCR Lateral chest (assumed 8 MB) at normal priority. 
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archives and rely on the institutional Ethernet 
network. Hence, archival figures of merit will not 
be reported here. 

GE Advantage Windows. The Advantage Win- 
dows workstation is a SUN SPARC 20, attached to 
a single large monitor, running the UNIX operating 
system and X/Motif. 7 Advantage Windows was 
developed by GE asa  unified image review work- 
station to work with GE's CT and MRI imaging 
systems. At our institution, studies may be manu- 
ally pulled or automatically pushed from the inde- 
pendent console (IC) attached to the CT or MR 
scanner, or manually pushed from an image ar- 
chive. 

The primary application window (referred to as 
the Browser) has a main menu which includes: 
Selection, Remove, Sort, Network, Queue, Ser- 
vices, and Messages. The remainder of the window 
is occupied by three scrolled lists: the examination 
window, series window, and image window. The 
examination window is in the upper left and lists 
patients by name, but also includes date, examina- 
tion, and the location of the examination. The series 
window to the upper right displays all image 
studies on record for the patient selected in the 
examination window. Finally, the bottom image 
window explicitly lists every image in the series 
selected in the series window. Image operations are 
initiated by a column of buttons down the right side 
of the display: 3D, Add/Subtract, Film Composer, 
mini Viewer, Reformat, Viewer, Shutdown. A 
smaller window along the bottom of the monitor 
acts asa  container for iconified tools. By default it 
contains icons for the local Browser, a remote 
session Browser, and the Film Composer. 

Choosing Selection allows one to show all 
examinations, series, images, or only subsets of 
each category based on relevant parameters. Simi- 
larly Remove allows deleting individual images, 
series, or entire examinations. Sort allows sorting 
the examination window by date, name, ID num- 
ber, or examination location. The Network menu 
allows connecting to remote study sources (and ir 
activated produces another Browser window, which 
has a subset of the main Browser's functions), and 
permits pushing or putling either single images or 
examinations to those hosts. Queue displays what, 
if any, network operations are pending. The Ser- 
vices menu facilitates adding or deleting image 
tools (3D, Film Composer, Viewer and the other 
packages that are listed in the right hand button 

column). Finally, the Messages menu shows a log 
of network activity and film printing jobs. 

To actually view patient images, the user must 
select the patient, examination series, and the range 
of images of interest. That done, either the mini- 
Viewer, Viewer, Add/Sub, or 3D constructor can be 
brought to bear to view the image set. The mini 
Viewer presents an image area to the right of the 
screen, while a column to the left has several 
display options. Layout buttons control whether the 
display is a single, 2, or 2 • 2 tiled layout. It is not 
possible to display images in their own movable 
and sizable windows. Below this are preset window 
and level buttons for various anatomical structures. 
Text and drawing tools are available for annotation 
and magnification and panning tools are present. 
The cine' tool consists of two slide bars that define 
the range of images to include in the cine' loop and 
the speed (frames per second) at which to loop 
through them. Playback may also be done manu- 
ally. Once satisfied with the image presentation, the 
current screen may be saved to a file, or the Film 
Composer tool activated to print the current display 
in any of the tiled formats avaitable on the laser 
camera. 

The main Viewer is basically a recapitulation of 
the mini Viewer, except the entire screen is used for 
image display a n d a  column to the right of the 
monitor displays postage-stamp-sized images of 
the examination series to aid the user in reaching 
images of interest more quickly. Both the main 
image area and the postage stamp area, have 
independent Prior and Next buttons, which move 
through the image series in intervals that equal the 
number displayed in the respective area. The main 
Viewer is also capable of a Compare mode, whereby 
the current viewing area. is halved vertically to 
make room for a second Viewer, which may 
contain analogous images from a prior exam. The 
Add/Sub tool performs the expected operations on 
images, and outputs the result to the Viewer. 

Selecting the 3D tool triggers the construction of 
a surface rendered image based on the images 
selected in the image window. A dialog box is 
presented that requests what kind of reconstruction 
filters to use (CT Bone, CT Angio, etc). A new 
disptay (the VoxTool) then appears, which has the 
3D image, encompassed by a "box" that can be 
grabbed and manipulated in any way, anda column 
of control buttons to its left. The menu includes File 
(with save functions), Modify Model (thresholding, 
paintbrush and other tools), Display Modes (film- 
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ing setup, light intensity and direction), and Graph- 
ics (distance angles and areas). Below this ate 
toggle buttons for anatomy optimized window and 
level presets. Colored buttons ate present to assign 
a given color to an anatomically significant Houns- 
field Unit range. The remaining buttons control 
panning, rotation, and flips in predetermined incre- 
ments, rather than the continuous control afforded 
by the box surrounding the image. 

The multitude of viewing modes and image 
quantification tools can be time consuming to 
master. Also, when searching for patient studies, 
one must manually potl the remote ICs or image 
archives, although this c ould be ameliorated with a 
unified external PACS database or casting a single 
workstation in a server role. Finally, Advantage 
Windows needs more robust error handling. After 
attempting to print a film for over 30 minutes, no 
film was produced and no error was reported. It 
turns out that the workstation was not connected to 
a laser camera, but this error was not reported. 
Also, a printing status display would be a welcome 
addition. 

CEMAX. The CEMAX workstation consists of 
a Sun SPARC 10 with a single large monitor 
running UNIX. 8 The application software is based 
on a very early implementation of Sun's OpenLook 
andas such can be difficult to master. Commonly 
expected features (such as movable and sizable 
windows with scrollbars) are not available. The 
main application window takes up the entire screen 
and presents a row of buttons across the top, a 
column of buttons down the left, and the remainder 
of the screen is devoted to image display with the 
exception of a few special purpose buttons along a 
bottom row. 

The top row buttons consists of Retrieve, View, 
Create, User Protocols, System, and Status. Select- 
ing Retrieve produces a dialog box with options for 
fetching studies from tape units, network links to 
scanners or on-line archives, and other archive 
media. View, in conjunction with a button from the 
bottom row, controls the row and column dimen- 
sions of the main image area's tile pattern (sizable 
images in their own window are not available). The 
Create function allows producing new volume, 
surface, or orthogonal views from existing image 
data (however, a 3D construction can take 10 to 15 
minutes). Selecting User Protocols produces a list 
of user customized procedures for 3D reconstruc- 
tion, organ segmentation, tissue color classifica- 
tion, and more. The System button allows start-up 

and allowed network hosts information to be ed- 
ited, and also provides for shutting down the 
application. Finally, the Status function is used to 
report the progress of background jobs such as 3D 
reconstruction and monitor disk and network condi- 
tions. 

The column of buttons consists of Region of 
Interest (ROI) tool, Tissue Color map tool, Annota- 
tion, Metrics, Display, Scout, Film, and Save. The 
ROI tool supports circular, rectangular, and free- 
forro ROIs (in different colors) with area, mean, 
standard deviation, minimum and maximum pixel 
value statistics. The Tissue Color Map can be used 
to assign certain Hounsfield Unit ranges to certain 
colors, thus delineating bone, muscle, fat, and other 
user-defined structures in separate colors. Annota- 
tion functions include font style and size selection, 
as well as drawing lines and arrows to highlight 
structures for teaching or other purposes. Metrics 
provide 2D and 3D distance measurements, angle 
and pixel values. Display allows pan, zoom, and 
reconstruction previews. The Scout tool will gener- 
ate scout images from either MR or CT axial data 
sets. The Film button formats the row-column 
dimensions for film printing, and the Save tool 
allows either single images, a screen, or entire 
study to be saved to a user-specified file. 

Along the bottom row, the Patient button pro- 
duces a dialog box listing the patient studies 
available on the source that the CEMAX is cur- 
rently addressing. Because there are no scroll bars, 
movement through the list is accomplished via 
Forward and Back buttons. Another button allows 
the user to select from all available study sources. 
The remaining bottom row buttons control cine' 
modes, screen tile dimensions, and paging through 
the study image set, either singly or screen by 
screen. 

In general, the features that one expects on a 
CT/MR workstation are all present and produce 
beautiful images, but the time and difficulty in- 
volved can inhibit productivity. Table 2 summa- 
rizes the features of systems evaluated in this 
section. 

Ultrasound miniPA CS Workstation Review 

Within this section, the following offerings ate 
evaluated: UltraPACS V2.43.03 (ALI, Richmond, 
BC, Canada), Aegis (Acuson Corporation, Moun- 
tain View, CA), and Access (ATL, Bothell, WA). 

Several ultrasound (US) miniPACS (a complete 
PACS fora given practice subspecialty, which may 
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Table 2. CT/MR Workstation Summary 

Test CEMAX* Advantage Win* 

Archive size NA NA 
Monitor size, res. 19 in, 1280 • 1024 19 in, 1280 • 1024 
Multiple monitor NA NA 
Send to archive (MB/sec) NA NA 
Patient list fetch (records/sec) 6.25 (5/.8 local) 36 (18/.5 local) 

1.3 (31/23.7 remote) 10 (34/3.4 remote) 
Image fetch from local or remote store 0.42 (12/15 s, remote) 0.46 (9/10.25 s, remote) 

(MB/sec) 
Image fetch from archive (MB/sec) NA NA 
Screen paint (MB/sec) 1.4 (12/4.5 s) 0.96 (12/6.5 s) 
]5me to print images (sec) 236 254 
Video controls Window, level Window, level 
Orientation tools Pan Rotate, flip, pan 
Magnify, cine Mag, cine Mag, cine 
ROl Rect, circ (area, mean, std dev, pixel value) Rect, circ (area, mean, std dev, pixel value) 
DICOM I/O ? Yes 
Remote maintenance ? Yes 

*lmages assumed to be 512 • 512 • 2 CT. 

or may not link with a departmental PACS) are 
presentat  our site. Collectively they show a range 
of approaches to the US PACS mission, from 
systems that are tightly coupled to specific US 
scanners, to a more open (albeit slightly less 
efficient) approach. 

ALI UltraPACS. The system consists of DEC 
(Digital Equipment Corporation) Intel-based PCs 
running NeXTStep, a UNIX variant with a propri- 
etary X-windows implementation, with a single 
monitor. 9 Three machine types (acquisition worksta- 
tion, technologist 's review station, and the diagnos- 
tic review station) are use& The acquisition work- 
station is positioned near the US scanner, whereas 
the technologist's station is located remotely and is 
intended for basic image review and study recall. 
Both the acquisition and technologist 's workstation 
use low-resolution (VGA) monitors, whereas the 
diagnostic station uses a larger and higher resolu- 
tion monitor. 

To scan a patient, the user logs into the acquisi- 
tion station with their user name and password. 
They then create a new patient folder, of recall the 
folder of an existing patient. To e n r o l l a  new 
patient, the user enters patient demographics (which 
takes about 2 minutes) and commences to scan. To 
frame grab scanner images, the acquisition station 
is equipped with two foot pedals; one digitizes in 
color, the other in black and white for final printing 
on a laser camera. On study completion, the user 
closes the patient folder and the study is automati- 
cally filmed. At closure the study is also forwarded 
to the review/archive station where the data resides 

for a time on a local hard drive until being archived 
to a Hewlett-Packard 10-platter optical jukebox. 

The review station is equipped with a 20-MB 
floptical drive for image input from portable US 
scanners via the Camtronics floptical interface. 
However, the Camtronics system does not put 
patient demographic data on the floptical, only 
images. This means that only one patient should be 
put on a disk, and that patient information must be 
retyped into the ALI when the images are uploaded. 

Frame grabbing on the ALI can be slow. For 
example, ir the scanner display is frozen and one 
taps the foot pedal to digitize the image, the ALI 
beeps, leading one to think that the image is 
captured, so the user unfreezes and continues 
scanning. However, the beep does not really mean 
that the image is fully captured, and by unfreezing 
the scanner, the ALI  may have part of  the previous 
image mixed with part of whatever is currently on 
the screen. This can result in unintended blended 
images that (because of  the auto filming mentioned 
above) nevertheless get printed onto the patient 
film. 

Because of  its multiuser, multitasking operating 
system, the ALI system permits remote bug fixes 
vŸ the Internet (ALI customer support asks which 
station is at fautt and can log in remotely to effect 
repair). This is an important point and not to be 
casually dismissed. Other advantages are the capa- 
bility for Camtronics input, and the portability that 
comes from not coupling the workstations too 
tightly to a specific ultrasound scanner. Also, the 
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ALI system uses the same user interface throughout 
its workstations. 

Aegis. The Aegis system takes a completely 
different approach to its US miniPACS in the sense 
that there is no distinct acquisition workstation5 ~ 
Rather, the acquisition computer is "built-in" to the 
scanner. This keyboardless and monitortess CPU 
(called the QV-100) performs the frame grabbing. 
Studies are then sent for temporary storage to a 
SUN workstation with 4 GB of disk (the SUN also 
acts as the database server). Final disposition of the 
images occurs via archiving to a single platter 
magneto-optic drive attached to a Macintosh 
Quadra. Image review and patient file queries are 
handled by a large-screen Macintosh. At the time of 
this review, Aegis had no optical jukebox capabil- 
ity. 

The image viewer, Acuson Display Manager, is a 
simple application with a menu consisting of File 
and Edit (with the expected Macintosh functions 
beneath each), a large tiled image area, and a 
column of buttons down the left. The column 
buttons include Exam, Worksheet and Report. 
Exam brings up a listing of the currently stored 
patients with the examination type, date, ID num- 
ber and additional demographics. Selecting Work- 
sheet produces a more detailed view of the exami- 
nation specifics for a given case, and the radiological 
report ir one exists. The Report tool brings upa text 
tool for typing the radiological report. An Options 
button allows altering the dimensions of the tiled 
display by changing the image size to be Small, 
Normal (the 3 • 3 default), and Large. The remain- 
ing buttons control distance measurements, pan- 
ning, magnification, and window/level. 

Because the QV-100 is intimately tied to the 
Acuson scanner, it is not necessary for the techni- 
cŸ to reenter patient demographics. By logging 
the new study on the Acuson, the proper action 
(creating a new patient record or recalling ah 
existing one) is automatically taken. Furthermore, 
the integration of the QV-100 into the Acuson 
chassis means that only one cart needs transport for 
portable examinations. 

Access/ATL. The physician/technician review 
station consists of an Intel-based PC running OS/2 
Warp and a single 17-in monitor, although a 
company representative indicated that a 20-in will 
be standard shortly, i1 It contains a large hard drive, 
CD-ROM, and 3.5 inch floptical drive (for Camtron- 
ics and ATL input). The review software consists of 
a sing[e large application window with a simple 

menu and tool bar below it. Patient studies are 
displayed in a folder paradigm, with the "folder 
tab" displaying the study anatomy and patient ID. 
Within the folder, images ate displayed in a tiled 
manner in a variety of formats (1/1, 2/1, 4/1 . . . .  
40/1). Movement through the folder is facilitated 
via forward and previous arrows in the lower right 
of the folder. Menu buttons include Lists, Display 
(changes the tiling dimensions), Print, Cine, Next, 
Previous, and speed buttons to control the cine tate. 

The Access file server is an Intel based computer 
running OS2. It includes 3.5- and 5.25-in floppy 
drives, a 3.5-in floptical, ah externaI magneto-optic 
drive, and an uninterruptible power supply. A 
TCP/IP network based Network File Server (NFS) 
handles auto-spooling the studies from the con- 
nected data acquisition units. The user interface 
includes menu choices for mounting and unmount- 
ing magneto-optic disks, and for setting the archive 
frequency and time. ATL representatives report the 
unir can handle ten acquisition and five review 
stations. 

The data acquisition units are also Intel-based 
PCs, but have no keyboard or monitor. Rather, a 
hand-held LCD display unir allows such operations 
as frame grabbing, printing, selecting a spooling 
destination and modifying the on-board configura- 
tion files. This last is accomplished by modifying 
the files on ah external PC and then using a 3.5 
floppy to transfer the files to the acquisition unit. 
The process of frame grabbing consists of pressing 
a button on the hand-held unit, the button remains 
inoperative for about 1 to 2 seconds, and then an 
additional image can be grabbed. The button "dead 
time" is independent of how many images ate 
being digitized. Table 3 summarizes the features of 
systems evaluated in this section. 

lntegrated General Practice Workstation Review 

Within this section, the following offerings are 
evaluated: Vantage PACS LiteBox V5.3 (Lockheed 
Martin Medical Imaging Systems, Hoffinan Estates, 
IL), and MagicView VA02D (Siemens Medical 
Engineering, Erlangen, Germany). The systems 
described in this section are complete PACS solu- 
tions, incorporating image archive, database and 
image review features, as well as gateways to 
imaging devices. To a large extent, these systems 
can be considered to be turnkey digital radiology 
solutions. 

Vantage PACS. The Vantage PACS system is 
capable of integrating the vast majority of functions 
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Table 3. US Workstation Summary 

Test ALI* Access/ATL* Aegist 

Archive size Optical juke box (650 MB/disk) Server (4 GB) 650 MB 
Optical ]uke box (850 MB/disk} 

Monitor size, res. 17 in, 1024 • 768 17 in, 1280 • 1024 19 in, 1024 x 768 
Dual screen capability No No No 
Send to archive (MB/sec) ? ? ? 
Patient list fetch (records/sec) 20.8 (25/1.2 local) 7.7 (21/2.7 remote) 15 (30/2 remote) 
Image fetch from local or remote store (MB/sec) 1,7 (9/1.6 s, local) 0.07 (9/3s remote) .36 (9/9 s, remote) 
Image fetch from archive (MB/sec) 0.05 (9/42.8 s) 0.02 (9/450 s) ? 
Screen paint (MB/sec) 2,3 (9/3.9 s) 1.4 (9/2 s) 1.3 (9/2.5 s) 
"time to print image (sec) 264 NI 240 
Video controls Window, level Window, level Window, level 
Orientation tools No Rotate, flip, pan Pan 
Magnify, cine Mag Mag, cine Mag 
ROl No ? No 
DICOM I/0 Yes Yes No 
Remote mainterlance Ves No No 
Frame grab time (sec) 3.9 (single) 15 (but can regrab every 2) 1-2 (single) 

4.1-6.9 (series) 1-2 (series) 
Camtronics input Yes Yes No 

*AU, access tests assume frame grabbed file size (640 x 480 x 1). 
tAegis tests assume ful1750 • 480 x 1 Acuson image size. 

necessary for a full-featured digital radiology depart- 
ment including digital image acquisition, image 
interpretation, report generation, archiving and re- 
call, hard copy output, film digitization, and remote 
teleradiology, j2 At our institution, the system con- 
sists of a CR Acquisition Workstation (CRAW), 
which is a Macintosh coupled to a Fuji CR unit (for 
technical reasons the Fuji unit requires a dedicated 
Macintosh). However, for devices that directly 
support the DICOM store function, severa[ inputs 
can be accepted by a single Macintosh based 
Modality Interface Unit (MIU), The MIUs convert 
images into an internal format and pass the result- 
ing files to a SUN workstation (which logs the 
study in the archive database). From there, the 
images are sent to a 256-GB Redundant Array of 
Independent Disks (RAID), which can support data 
transfer rates of 80 MB/sec. On study registration 
with the database, all studies are available to all 
image review stations. These consist of Macintosh 
workstations with one, two, or four monitors. After 
a study is verified as interpreted by a radiologist, 
the study is also archived to a Kodak multiplatter 
optical disk juke box. However, primary image 
interpretation is always performed from the RAID 
while the study is maintained there. 

Vantage PACS has split LAN communication 
into two components, text and image. Text (patient 
information and commands between workstations) 
is carried on standard ethernet cabling. On receiv- 

ing an image request, however, the RAID transmits 
the actual images to the requesting review station 
via optical fiber. Although extremely fast, this 
scheme requires a branching star topology which, 
although only demanding of cabling at the local 
network level, cannot be implemented in a cost 
efficient manner at the WAN level. Hence, image 
communication over large distances must be accom- 
plished via wire with standard internet protocols. 

Users interact with the system vŸ the LiteBox 
application program. LiteBox performs the func- 
tions of database query, image review, and report 
generation. LiteBox is activated by launching its 
icon from the Macintosh desktop and logging in 
with a user name and password. A standard looking 
menu bar appears with a !mage tool bar below ir. 
Double cticking on Open produces a list of various 
work folders (such as academic, daily exams, all 
exams, etc). After selecting a folder, a large dialog 
box appears that has its own specialized menu bar 
(an oddity in the Macintosh world), a scrolled list 
with all the exams in that folder, and two text 
windows, one above the other. The lower text 
window contains patient demographic information, 
the upper one contains the radiology report if one 
exists. 

Double clicking on a study produces the text 
associated with it; images are recalled by selecting 
Image Display from the dialog box's own menu 
bar. Image layout is controlled by the Display menu 
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item on the main Macintosh menu. Images can be 
presented in a tiled manner (with grids varying 
from 1 • 1 to 9 • 10) or as a stack of same-size 
images each within their own Macintosh window. 
If images are displayed in stack mode, Next and 
Previous buttons appear at the bottom of the screen 
to facilitate viewing. 

A nice feature of Vantage PACS is the availabil- 
ity of a dictation mode. The radiologist (or transcrip- 
tionist viewing the same study) can selecta dicta- 
tion form within the image viewer. The system 
provides sufficient word processing functionality to 
reproduce the appearance of most institution's 
paper forros. In this way, both hard copy and 
electronically archived reports are bound to the 
patient image, and further references to the data- 
base will recall the report with the study. 

Adherence to GUI standards (ie, the Macintosh 
interface) is excellent, thus minimizing retraining 
for users who are already Macintosh adept. Image 
transfer speeds are superb, and the seamless bind- 
ing of reports to the image study come very close to 
the ideal PACS-RIS. Ironically, the very features 
that are responsible for these strengths may prove 
cumbersome in the future. Image transfer speed is 
bought at the price of a proprietary fiber network. 
Long distance networking may need to adapt to 
slower TCP/IP based methods. Also, at the time of 
this report, studies are internally archived in the 
older American College of Radiology-National 
Electrical Manufacturers Association (ACR- 
NEMA) 2, but a native DICOM implementation 
should soon be available. 

A more subtle but potentially serious problem 
lies in using a Macintosh as the acquisition worksta- 
tion plafform. If one sits at ah MIU and attempts 
any window manipulation, the performance is 
extremely slow because the Macintosh's process- 
ing time is almost completely devoted to back- 
ground processing. This problem can be circum- 
vented by using one MIU for each image input 
source, but this is an extravagant use of computers. 
Furthermore, if imaging systems greatly increase 
their image input rate to the MIU, it seems likely 
that the MIU will eventually stall. This limitation 
may be removed when or if the archive supports 
direct DICOM inputs. Finalty, there is no facility 
for constructing 3D images from 2D image data, a 
shortcoming in a general purpose diagnostic work- 
station that may limit the Vantage PACS utility to 
MR and CT practitioners. 

Siemens" Sienet and MagicView. MagicView 
workstations are based on Sun SPARC UNIX 
computers, running the X-OpenLook window sys- 
teta. ~3 The Sienet system accepts DICOM inputs 
from all modalities except color ultrasound (accord- 
ing to the Sienet DICOM conformance statement) 
via DICOM software gateways on the workstation 
associated with an imager. Several software gate- 
ways can be run on a single workstation to accept 
inputs from different imaging sources. Once in 
Sienet, images ate passed in ACR-NEMA 2.0 
format, but may be exported in DICOM format if 
required. During interpretation, and for a configu- 
rable time thereafter, image studies exist on a 
RAID, but ultimately are archived to an optical disk 
juke box with ah integral database. RAID-archive 
clusters can be built around specific practices or 
locations, but internet worked so that any Magic- 
View workstation can access studies anywhere 
within Sienet. 

The user starts the MagicView application by 
logging onto the system with ah account name and 
password. The MagicView application runs on 
paired monochrome monitors with a single mouse 
controlled cursor that roves between the two dis- 
plays. The left monitor has a column running down 
the left side, which displays the software version, 
patient name and identification number, the refer- 
ring physician, exam description, a Log button, 
which can be used to produce a text window 
describing running background processes, and fi- 
nally two button grids near the lower left, which 
provide the majority of the user functions. The 
remaining 80% of display area to the right of the 
column is used for images. The right monitor is a 
mirror of the left, so that the patient images on each 
monitor are adjacent. 

The upper 3 • 6 grid of buttons has vendor 
defined functions attached to them. The first row 
contains Patient Select, Patient Next, and Work 
List. Row 2 has Folder Next, Folder Previous, and 
Folder Close. The third row has Image Next, Image 
Previous, and Undo All Edits. Row 4 contains the 
Cut, Copy, and Paste functions. Row 5 permits 
Select AII, Deselect All, and Select Inclusive. The 
sixth and final row contains Multi Select, Single 
Select, and Display Mode. Many of these functions 
are redundant methods of performing actions that 
come more naturally with the mouse. 

Most often, the user will start a session by 
pressing the Work List button. This brings up a 
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scrolled list of patient names and all their current 
image studies. Image studies are considered fold- 
ers, hence, clicking on a patient name and specific 
exam hilights and selects that folder for display. 
Clicking and dragging over several studies selects 
all the ones that are hilighted. (The bulk of the Row 
5 and 6 buttons (with Select in their name) are 
simply an alternative to the mouse for this same 
action.) Beneath the scroll list a r e a  variety of 
buttons Open, Query, Send, Archive, Print, Merge, 
Delete, and Settings. Open fetches any selected 
exams, whereas Send and Query can be used to 
push studies to, or retrieve from, remote hosts. 
Archive pushes the current study to the archive. 
Print and Delete perform the indicated functions. 
Merge permits one of more exams to be merged 
under one heading and Settings allows the user to 
configure whether the Work List sorts patients and 
their exams alphabetically, chronologically or re- 
verse chronologically. 

The remaining first row buttons (Select Patient 
and Patient Next) simply provide shortcuts for the 
same functions via the Work List. The second row 
Folder operations provide the ability to step for- 
ward and back through the exams for a given 
patient, and allow closing the folder when the 
review is completed, thus freeing up image memory 
for other studies. The last button in the sixth row, 
Display Mode, produces a scrolled list of  various 
scripts that define the behavior of  the viewing area, 
including the window and level defaults and whether 
images are viewed singly or in a user dimensioned 
array. Scripts may be created, edited, or destroyed 
for optimal window, level, and image layout of T1 
or T2-weighted MRI, soft tissue, or bone CT, 
monochrome uttrasound, and CR images. 

The lower 2 • 7 grid of buttons ate known as 
soft keys and assume user-defined functions. At our 
site, buttons are defined to perform various mul- 
tiples of  90 ~ rotation, vertical and horizontal min'or- 
ing, image annotation, image transmission to other 
recognized hosts in Sienet, window and level 
control, Region of  Interest (ROI) tools, Digital 
Luminance Radiography (DLR) processing, a n d a  
Logout button. The ROI tool produces a dialog box 
that permits rectangular and circular region pixel 
quantification (such as area, mean, and standard 
deviation). The DLR processing tool permits non- 
linear modification of an image's gray scale map to 
optimize its hard copy appearance on a laser 
camera. 

Last, almost a s a  footnote below the last button 

row, lie three icons: fours arrows arranged in a 
compass pattern, a magnifying glass, and the Pixel 
Lens. Clicking on the arrows and then clicking and 
dragging on an image permits one to slide the 
image about the screen. The magnifying tool pro- 
vides spot magnification around the cursor, whereas 
the Pixel Lens reports the brightness of  the pixel 
directly under the current cursor location. A nice 
touch is the addition of some graphical information 
to the image area. These data include the patient 
name and identification number, the display script 
being used, and the scale of the image relative to its 
native size. 

In its present form, the MagicView interface can 
be clumsy and unintuitive. Many of the buttons ate 
redundant, a n d a  pull down menu system would 
save space and be more natural to many users. 
However, the ability to program the soft keys can 
be an important boost to productivity and provides 
a natural growth path for modular addition of new 
features (such as 3D reconstruction and edge 
enhancement routines). Table 4 summarizes the 
features of systems evaluated in this section. 

We complete the Results section with several 
plots that compare compatible features of  the 
reviewed systems, particularly as they will affect 
the radiologist's productivity. These features are 
Patient List Fetch, Study Fetch from Fast Store, 
Study Fetch from Archive, and Image Painting 
performance. Figs 1-4 illustrate the performance of 
the reviewed systems in each of these areas. 
Workstations of  the same class are grouped to- 
gether. 

in reviewing the plots, one should note the 
accompanying captions and associated tables that 
describe the conditions under which the measure- 
ments were made. Although all efforts were made 
to keep the conditions identical, in some cases 
(namely Fig 2) such rigor was not possible. Also, ir 
is extremely difficult to say with certainty what the 
file size actually is when computing MB/sec in the 
transfer and painting tests. File sizes may vary from 
the acquisition device, to the archive, and between 
different hosts on the network. These changes 
occur for a variety of reasons: an image that is 
acquired with 10 to 12 bit gray scale may have this 
figure padded to two bytes for network portability, 
an identical file may take on different sizes on 
different hard drives because of  sector size differ- 
ences on the bard drives, and compression may also 
be use& In light of this uncertainty, all MB/sec tests 
listed in the Tables contain the actual number of  
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Table 4. General Practice Workstation Summary 
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Test Vantage PACS* Magic Viewf 

Archive size 
Monitor size, res. 
Multiple monitor 
Send to archive (MB/sec) 
Patient list fetch (records/sec) 

Image fetch from local or remote store 
(MB/sec) 

Image fetch from archive (MB/sec) 
Screen paint (MB/sec) 
-time to print images (sec) 
Video controls 
Orientation tools 
Magnify, cine 
ROl 
DICOM 1/O 
Remote maintenance 

Optical juke box Optical juke box 
12 • 14 in, 2048 X 1760 21 in, 2300 X 1760 
Max 4 Max 2 
? NI 
9.5 (18/1.9 remote) 10 (8/.8 local) 

6 (3/.5 remote) 
4.1 (2/3.9 s, remote) 4 (4 extrem CR/7.9) 

0.2 (5/194 s) 
5.7 (1/1.4 s) 
NI 
Window, level 
Rotate, flip, pan 
Magnify, cine 
Rect, circular (area, mean, std dev) 
Yes 
For database, not workstations 

NI 
13 (2 CR LSp/1.2) 
NI 
Window, level 
Rotate, flip, pan 
Magnify, cine 
Rect, circular (area, mean, std dev, pixel value) 
Yes 
Yes 

*lmages were AP CR chests, assumed to be 8 MB. 
tBoth extremity and Lspine images were assumed to be 8 MB. 

records passed per second in parentheses, and the 
assumed file size is listed in the Table caption. 

D I S C U S S I O N  

In this review we have seen the design phi]oso- 
phies of several systems designed for teleradiology, 
CT-MR, ultrasound, and general purpose radiology. 
Although general purpose systems such as LiteBox 

and MagicView attempt to satisfy all users, it is 
probably safe to say that some large practice sites 
will desire workstations that are optimized for 
certain functions, anda  single platform that would 
meet all criteria wou]d likely have a prohibitively 
complex user interface. The question then be- 
comes, how does one assemble a logically unified 
PACS from physically distinct miniPACS? The 
answer can be seen in the approach EMED has 

4 0. taken with its StatView teleradiology suite. A single 

~ 2 i ~ J l ~ ~  ~ tO cen t ra l ly  a r ch ived  s tudies ,  or  to s tudies  s tored  on  
2o dist¡ miniPACS archives. In this paradigm, 
15 an arbitrary diagnostic workstation could by de- 

" fault search its local miniPACS for a study, but 
extend the search to the central database if the 

_~ ,,,~ ~o_ u~~ ~ �91 <~ " ~ <~'6 ~-8' .~> search failed of ir correlative images from other 

o < ~; ~ 4 . - . -  

'"'~~ ~~~t - I I  

a_ <C <C 

System 

Fig 1. The performance (in records/sec) in retrieving pa- 
tient listings from local (A) and fast remote (B) storage. 

Fig 2. Performance (in MB/sec) of image study retrieval 
from fast storage. The teleradiology (ICON, EMED, PDS} 
numbers reflect local retrieval, remote retrieves are listed in 
Table 1. AII other systems reflect study retrievals from remote 
servers. 
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Fig 3. Archive retrievalperformance, Fig 4. Image painting performance in nominal image MB/ 
sec painted to the monitor. 

modalities were needed. Similarly, electronic medi- 
cal records workstations (making up part of the 
Hospital Information System) could search one 
location to access studies on all miniPACS. 

Given the previous discussion, it becomes obvi- 
ous that future radiology departments may well 
evolve along the lines of specialized radiology 
workstations and miniPACS, each optimized to a 
given task. In that environment, interconnectivity 
will be the watchword, and performance compari- 
sons among diagnostic workstations may only 
make sense for the several common parameters 
defined in the Results section. Of equal or even 
greater importance will be the ability of worksta- 
tions, regardless of their intended arena of opera- 
tion, to be capable of seamlessly viewing images 
stored among multiple physical archives in a way 
that is utterly transparent to the user. Furthermore, 
such workstations should be capable of viewing 
DICOM images from modalities outside their par- 
ticular specialty (albeit perhaps without the tools 
that a workstation tailored for that modality would 
have) when multiple modality consultations are 
required to make the diagnosis. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It is notoriously difficult to perform reviews of 
computer software and hardware because the target 
is constantly in motion, and not always in the same 
direction. Any reader of the monthly computer 
trade magazines will be familiar with the opening 
words "as this goes to press . . . .  " The pace of 
innovation, mergers and buyouts in the industry 
assures that many "facts" will be obsolete by the 
time the work is published. Nevertheless, it is 
hoped that the snapshot of systems reviewed in this 
article will inform the reader on what is near 
state-of-the-art (in both performance and features) 
as of the spring of 1996. Furthermore, the tests and 
methodology used will have general applicability 
in evaluating all systems, present and future. Armed 
with the concepts and baseline data contained in 
this article, the reader should be well equipped to 
perform technical comparisons of digital imaging 
systems pursuant to a fully informed equipment 
purchasing decision. 
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